
 Battery Powered Vacuum Sweeper 

SmartVac 
 Daily/ Weekly Maintenance 

Thank you for your purchase of the  
IPC Eagle Battery Powered Smartvac Vacuum Sweeper  

To keep your Vacuum Sweeper operating at peak service  
We recommend the following Daily / Weekly 

Maintenance Steps: 

 
1. Daily- Transport Smartvac to area where rear debris hopper is to be emptied 
 
2. Daily- Turn Power to off position 
 
3. Daily-Remove Rear Debris Hopper and place debris in trash receptacle 
 
4. Daily-Inspect both Pre-Filter and  Larger Filter to insure they are free of 
loose debris 
 ( Take Both Filters off of SmartVac once per week and clear debris using  
   either blown air method by shake out filter in an outside area) 
 
5. Daily- Replace Rear Debris Hopper in proper position on SmartVac 
 
6. Weekly-Remove Top Cover of SmartVac utilizing provided Allen wrench 
 
7. Weekly-Inspect interior compartment of SmartVac to insure there is no    
loose debris and to insure all cables and electrical connections or in proper 
order 
 
8. Weekly-Replace Top Cover of SmartVac insuring that Allen screws replaced 
    to secure cover 
 
9. Daily- Inspect Side Broom to insure that it is free of debris and not in a  
 position to misshape Side Broom (Side Broom will automatically raise when             
in off position.) 
 
10.Daily- Inspect larger Center Broom to insure that it is free of loose  
debris ( once per month remove both Side and Center Broom to insure 
both are in  proper working order and free of loose debris. No tools neces-
sary) 
 
11. Daily– End of Shift-Utilizing provided electrical cable, plug female end of 
cable into proper Charger outlet on rear of SmartVac 
 
12.  Daily– Plug Male end of Electrical cable into near Electrical Outlet to in-
sure proper charging of battery for next day’s/ shift                                                       
 `  
        Please call IPC Eagle Technical Support at 800.486.2775 or your  

         local Service Company at _____________________________  

 
 
 


